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ON THE GEOMETRY OF THE RESCALED RIEMANNIAN
METRIC ON TENSOR BUNDLES OF ARBITRARY TYPE
AYDIN GEZER AND MURAT ALTUNBAS
Abstract. Let (M, g) be an n−dimensional Riemannian manifold and T 1
1
(M)
be its (1, 1)−tensor bundle equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf
which rescale the horizontal part by a nonzero differentiable function f . In the
present paper, we discuss curvature properties of the Levi-Civita connection
and another metric connection of T 1
1
(M). We construct almost paracomplex
Norden structures on T 1
1
(M) and investigate conditions for these structures
to be para-Ka¨hler (paraholomorphic) and quasi-Ka¨hler. Also, some properties
of almost paracomplex Norden structures in context of almost product Rie-
mannian manifolds are presented. Finally we introduce the rescaled Sasaki
type metric Sgf on the (p, q)− tensor bundle and characterize the geodesics
on the (p, q)-tensor bundle with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of Sgf
and another metric connection of Sgf .
1. Introduction
Geometric structures on bundles have been object of much study since the middle
of the last century. The natural lifts of the metric g, from a Riemannian manifold
(M, g) to its tangent or cotangent bundles, induce new (pseudo) Riemannian struc-
tures, with interesting geometric properties. Maybe the best known Riemannian
metric Sg on the tangent bundle over Riemannian manifold (M, g) is that intro-
duced by S. Sasaki in 1958 (see [40]), but in most cases the study of some geometric
properties of the tangent bundle endowed with this metric led to the flatness of the
base manifold. This metric Sg is a standard notion in differential geometry called
the Sasaki metric (for the recent surveys on the Sasaki metric, see [16]). The Sasaki
metric Sg has been extensively studied by several authors and in many different
contexts. In [48](see also [49, 50], B. V. Zayatuev introduced a Riemannian metric
Sgf on the tangent bundle TM given by
Sgf
(
HX,H Y
)
= fg (X,Y ) ,
Sgf
(
HX,V Y
)
= Sgf
(
VX,H Y
)
= 0,
Sgf
(
VX,V Y
)
= g (X,Y ) ,
for all vector fields X and Y on M , where f > 0, f ∈ C∞(M). For f = 1, it follows
that Sgf =
S g, i.e. the metric Sgf is a generalization of the Sasaki metric
Sg. In
[44], J. Wang and Y. Wang called this metric the rescaled Sasaki metric and studied
geodesics and some curvature properties for the rescaled Sasaki metric. Also, the
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authors studied the rescaled Sasaki type metric on the cotangent bundle T ∗M over
Riemannian manifold (M, g) (see [11]).
Almost complex Norden and almost paracomplex Norden structures are among
the most important geometrical structures which can be considered on a manifold.
LetM2k be a 2k-dimensional differentiable manifold endowed with an almost (para)
complex structure ϕ and a pseudo-Riemannian metric g of signature (k, k) such that
g(ϕX, Y ) = g(X,ϕY ), i.e. g is pure with respect to ϕ for arbitrary vector fields X
and Y on M2k. Then the metric g is called Norden metric. Norden metrics are re-
ferred to as anti-Hermitian metrics or B-metrics. They find widespread application
in mathematics as well as in theoretical physics. Many authors considered almost
(para) complex Norden structures on the tangent, cotangent and tensor bundles
[6, 12, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
Fibre bundles play an important role in just about every aspect of modern geom-
etry and topology. Prime examples of fiber bundles are tensor bundles of arbitrary
type over differentiable manifolds. The tangent bundle TM and cotangent bundle
T ∗M are the special cases of a more general tensor bundle. The Sasaki type metric
is defined on (p, q)−tensor bundles over Riemannian manifolds (see, [38]). In [36],
the Levi-Civita connection of the Sasaki type metric on the (1, 1)−tensor bundle
and all types of its curvature tensors are calculated and also investigated interesting
relations between the geometric properties of the base manifold and its (1, 1)−tensor
bundle with the Sasaki type metric. In addition, it is presented examples of almost
para-Norden and para-Ka¨hler-Norden B -metrics on the (1, 1)−tensor bundle with
the Sasaki type metric.
Motivated by the above studies, our aim is to define the rescaled Sasaki type
metric on tensor bundles of arbitrary type and study its some properties. The
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some introductory materials
concerning with the tensor bundle T 11 (M) over an n-dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold M. In section 3, we get the conditions under which the tensor bundle T 11 (M)
endowed with some paracomplex structures and the rescaled Sasaki type Sgf is a
paraholomorphic Norden manifold. In addition, for an almost paracomplex mani-
fold to be an specialized almost product manifold, we give some results relation to
Riemannian almost product structure on the tensor bundle T 11 (M). Section 4 and
section 5 discuss curvature properties of the Levi-Civita connection and another
metric connection of Sgf . Section 6 deals with detailed descriptions of geodesics on
(p, q)-tensor bundles with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of Sgf and another
metric connection of Sgf .
Throughout this paper, all manifolds, tensor fields and connections are always
assumed to be differentiable of class C∞. Also, we denote by ℑpq(M) the set of all
tensor fields of type (p, q) on M , and by ℑpq(T pq (M)) the corresponding set on the
(p, q)-tensor bundle T pq (M). The Einstein summation convention is used, the range
of the indices i, j, s being always {1, 2, ..., n}.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The (1, 1)−tensor bundle. Let M be a differentiable manifold of class C∞
and finite dimension n. Then the set T 11 (M) = ∪P∈MT 11 (P ) is, by definition, the
tensor bundle of type (1, 1) over M , where
⋃
denotes the disjoint union of the
tensor spaces T 11 (P ) for all P ∈ M . For any point P˜ of T 11 (M) such that P˜ ∈
T 11 (M), the surjective correspondence P˜ → P determines the natural projection
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pi : T 11 (M) → M . The projection pi defines the natural differentiable manifold
structure of T 11 (M), that is, T
1
1 (M) is a C
∞-manifold of dimension n + n2. If xj
are local coordinates in a neighborhood U of P ∈ M , then a tensor t at P which
is an element of T 11 (M) is expressible in the form (x
j , tij), where t
i
j are components
of t with respect to the natural base. We may consider (xj , tij) = (x
j , xj¯) = (xJ ),
j = 1, ..., n, j¯ = n + 1, ..., n + n2, J = 1, ..., n + n2 as local coordinates in a
neighborhood pi−1(U).
Let X = X i ∂
∂xi
and A = Aij
∂
∂xi
⊗ dxi be the local expressions in U of a vector
field X and a (1, 1) tensor field A onM , respectively. Then the vertical lift VA of A
and the horizontal lift HX of X are given, with respect to the induced coordinates,
by
(2.1) VA =
(
VAj
VAj
)
=
(
0
Aij
)
,
and
(2.2) HX =
(
HXj
HXj
)
=
(
V j
Xs(Γmsjt
i
m − Γismtmj )
)
,
where Γhij are the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g.
Let ϕ ∈ ℑ11(M), which are locally represented by ϕ = ϕij ∂∂xi ⊗ dxj . The vector
fields γϕ and γ˜ϕ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)) are respectively defined by
γϕ =
(
0
tmj ϕ
i
m
)
,
γ˜ϕ =
(
0
(timϕ
m
j )
)
,
with respect to the coordinates (xj , xj¯) in T 11 (M). From (2.1) we easily see that
the vector fields γϕ and γ˜ϕ determine respectively global vector fields on T 11 (M).
The Lie bracket operation of vertical and horizontal vector fields on T 11 (M) is
given by the formulas
(2.3)

[
HX,HY
]
= H [X,Y ] + (γ˜ − γ)R(X,Y ),[
HX, V A
]
= V (∇XA),[
V A, VB
]
= 0
for any X, Y ∈ ℑ10(M) and A, B ∈ ℑ11(M), where R is the Riemannian cur-
vature of g defined by R (X,Y ) = [∇X ,∇Y ] − ∇[X,Y ] and (γ˜ − γ)R(X,Y ) =(
0
timR
m
klj X
kY l−tmj R iklmXkY l
)
(for details, see [3, 36, 38]).
2.2. Expressions in the adapted frame. We insert the adapted frame which
allows the tensor calculus to be efficiently done in T 11 (M).With the connection ∇ of
g onM , we can introduce adapted frames on each induced coordinate neighborhood
pi−1(U) of T 11 (M). In each local chart U ⊂ M , we write X(j) = ∂h = δhj ∂h ∈
ℑ10(M), A(j) = ∂i⊗ dxj = δki δjh∂k ⊗ dxh ∈ ℑ11(M), j = 1, ..., n, j = n+1, ..., n+n2.
Then from (2.1) and (2.2), we see that these vector fields have respectively local
expressions
HX(j) = δ
h
j ∂h + (−tshΓkjs + tksΓsjh)∂h
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VA(j) = δki δ
j
h∂h
with respect to the natural frame
{
∂h, ∂h
}
in T 11 (M), where ∂h =
∂
∂xh
, ∂h =
∂
∂xh
,
xh = tkh and δ
j
i is the Kronecker’s. These n+n
2 vector fields are linearly independent
and they generate the horizontal distribution of ∇g and the vertical distribution of
T 11 (M), respectively. The set
{
HX(j),
V A(j)
}
is called the frame adapted to the
connection ∇g of g in pi−1(U) ⊂ T 11 (M). By denoting
Ej =
HX(j),(2.4)
Ej =
VA(j),
we can write the adapted frame as {Eα} =
{
Ej , Ej
}
. The indices α, β, γ, ... =
1, ..., n+ n2 indicate the indices with respect to the adapted frame.
Using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), we have
(2.5) V A =
(
0
Aij
)
,
and
(2.6) HX =
(
Xj
0
)
with respect to the adapted frame {Eα} (for details, see [36]). By the straightfor-
ward calculations, we have the lemma below.
Lemma 1. The Lie brackets of the adapted frame of T 11 (M) satisfy the following
identities:
[El, Ej ] = (t
v
sR
s
ijr − tsrR vljs )Er ,[
El, Ej
]
= (δjrΓ
v
li − δviΓjlr)Er ,[
Ei, Ej
]
= 0
where R sijl denote the components of the curvature tensor of (M, g).
3. Almost paracomplex structures with Norden metrics
Let T 11 (M) be the (1, 1)−tensor bundle over a Riemannian manifold (M, g). For
each P ∈ M, the extension of scalar product g (marked by G) is defined on the
tensor space pi−1(P ) = T 11 (P ) by G(A,B) = gitg
jlAijB
t
l for all A, B ∈ ℑ11 (P ).
The rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf is defined on T
1
1 (M) by the following three
equations
(3.1) Sgf
(
V A, VB
)
= V (G(A,B)),
(3.2) Sgf
(
V A,HY
)
= 0,
(3.3) Sgf
(
HX,HY
)
= V (fg (X,Y ))
for any X,Y ∈ ℑ10 (M) and A,B ∈ ℑ11 (M), where f > 0, f ∈ C∞(M) (for f = 1,
see [36]). From the equations (3.1)-(3.3), by virtue of (2.5) and (2.6), the rescaled
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Sasaki type metric Sgf and its inverse have components with respect to the adapted
frame {Eα}:
(3.4) (Sgf)βγ =
(
(Sgf )jl (
Sgf )jl
(Sgf )jl (
Sgf )jl
)
=
(
fgjl 0
0 gitg
jl
)
, xl = ttl
and
(3.5) (Sgf )
βγ =
(
(Sgf)
jl (Sgf )
jl
(Sgf)
jl (Sgf )
jl
)
=
( 1
f
gjl 0
0 gitgjl
)
, xj = tij
For the Levi-Civita connection of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf we give
the next theorem.
Theorem 1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and equip its tensor bundle
T 11 (M) with the rescaled Sasaki type metric
Sgf . Then the corresponding Levi-
Civita connection ∇˜ satisfies the followings:
(3.6)

i) ∇˜ElEj = {Γrlj + 12f fArlj}Er + { 12R sljr tvs − 12R vljs tsr}Er,
ii) ∇˜ElEj = { 12f giaRs. j. rl tas − 12f gjbR risl tsb}Er + {Γvliδjr − Γjlrδvi }Er,
iii) ∇˜E
l
Ej = { 12f gtaRs. l. rj tas − 12f glbR rtsj tsb}Er,
iv) ∇˜E
l
Ej = 0
with respect to the adapted frame, where fAhji is a symmetric tensor field of type
(1, 2) defined by fAhji = (fjδ
h
i + fiδ
h
j − fh. gji) and fi = ∂if , Rs. j. rl = gasgbjR rabl .
Proof. The connection ∇˜ is characterized by the Koszul formula:
2Sgf(∇˜X˜ Y˜ , Z˜) = X˜(Sgf(Y˜ , Z˜)) + Y˜ (Sgf(Z˜, X˜))− Z˜(Sgf(X˜, Y˜ ))
−Sgf(X˜, [Y˜ , Z˜]) + Sgf (Y˜ , [Z˜, X˜]) + Sgf (Z˜, [X˜, Y˜ ])
for all vector fields X˜, Y˜ and Z˜ on T 11 (M). One can verify the Koszul formula for
pairs X˜ = El, El and Y˜ = Ej , Ej and Z˜ = Ek, Ek. In calculations, the formulas
(2.4), Lemma 1 and the first Bianchi identity for R should be applied. We omit
standart calculations. 
Let X˜, Y˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). Then the covariant derivative ∇˜X˜ Y˜ has components
∇˜
X˜
Y˜ α = X˜γEγY˜
α + Γ˜αγβX˜
βY˜ γ
with respect to the adapted frame {Eα}. Using (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (3.6), we
have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and ∇˜ be the Levi-Civita
connection of the tensor bundle T 11 (M) equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric
Sgf . Then the corresponding Levi-Civita connection satisfies the following relations:
i) ∇˜HXHY = H
(
∇XY + 12f
f
A(X,Y )
)
+ 12 (γ˜ − γ)R(X,Y ),
ii) ∇˜HXVB = 12f H
(
gbj R(tb, Bj)X + gai (t
a(g−1 ◦R( , X)B˜ i
)
+ V (∇XB) ,
iii) ∇˜V CHY = 12f H
(
gblR(tb, Cl)Y + gat(t
a (g−1 ◦R( , Y )C˜ t)
)
,
iv) ∇˜V CVB = 0
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for all X, Y ∈ ℑ10(M) and B, C ∈ ℑ11(M), where Cl = (C il ), C˜t = (gblC tl ) =
(Cb t. ), tl = (t
a
l ), t
a = (t ab ), R( , X)Y ∈ ℑ11(M), g−1 ◦ R( , X)Y ∈ ℑ10(M) and
fA(X,Y ) = X(f)Y + Y (f)X − g(X,Y ) ◦ (df)∗ (for f = 1, see [36]).
An almost paracomplex manifold is an almost product manifold (M2k, ϕ), ϕ
2 =
id, ϕ 6= ±id such that the two eigenbundles T+M2k and T−M2k associated to the
two eigenvalues +1 and -1 of ϕ, respectively, have the same rank. Note that the
dimension of an almost paracomplex manifold is necessarily even. This structure
is said to be integrable if the matrix ϕ = (ϕij) is reduced to the constant form in
a certain holonomic natural frame in a neighborhood Ux of every point x ∈ M2k.
On the other hand, an almost paracomplex structure is integrable if and only if
one can introduce a torsion-free linear connection such that ∇ϕ = 0. Also it
can be give another-equivalent-definition of paracomplex manifold in terms of local
homeomorphisms in the space Rk(j) =
{
(X1, ..., Xk)/X i ∈ R(j), i = 1, ..., k} and
paraholomorphic changes of charts in a way similar to [5] (see also [43]), i.e. a
manifold M2k with an integrable paracomplex structure ϕ is a realization of the
paraholomorphic manifold Mk(R(j)) over the algebra R(j).
A (0, q) tensor field ω is called a pure tensor field with respect to ϕ if
ω(ϕX1, X2, ..., Xq) = ω(X1, ϕX2, ..., Xq) = ... = ω(X1, X2, ..., ϕXq)
for any X1, ..., Xq ∈ ℑ10(M2k). The real model of a paracomplex tensor field
∗
ω
on Mk(R(j)) is a (0, q) tensor field on M2k which being pure with respect to ϕ.
Consider the operator φϕ : ℑ0q(M2k)→ ℑ0q+1(M2k) applied to the pure tensor field
ω by (see [45])
(φϕω)(X,Y1, Y2, ..., Yq) = (ϕX)(ω(Y1, Y2, ..., Yq))−X(ω(ϕY1, Y2, ..., Yq))
+ω((LY1ϕ)X,Y2, ..., Yq) + ...+ ω(Y1, Y2, ..., (LYqϕ)X),
where LY denotes the Lie differentiation with respect to Y . Let ϕ be a (an almost)
paracomplex structure onM2k and φϕω = 0, the (almost) paracomplex tensor field
∗
ω on Mk(R(j)) is said to be (almost) paraholomorphic (see [21], [42], [45]). Thus a
(an almost) paraholomorphic tensor field
∗
ω on Mk(R(j)) is realized on M2k in the
form of a pure tensor field ω, such that
(φϕω)(X,Y1, Y2, ..., Yq) = 0
for any X,Y1, ..., Yq ∈ ℑ10(M2k). Therefore, the tensor field ω on M2k is also called
a (an almost) paraholomorphic tensor field.
An almost paracomplex Norden manifold (M2k, ϕ, g) is defined to be a real dif-
ferentiable manifold M2k endowed with an almost paracomplex structure ϕ and a
Riemannian metric g satisfying Nordenian property (or purity condition)
g(ϕX, Y ) = g(X,ϕY )
for any X,Y ∈ ℑ10(M2k). Almost paracomplex manifolds with Norden metrics
are referred to as anti-Hermitian and B-manifolds. If ϕ is integrable, we say that
(M2k, ϕ, g) is a paracomplex Norden manifold.
In a paracomplex Norden manifold, a paracomplex Norden metric g is called
paraholomorphic if
(3.7) (φϕg)(X,Y, Z) = 0
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for any X,Y, Z ∈ ℑ10(M2k). The paracomplex Norden manifold (M2k, ϕ, g) with a
paraholomorphic Norden metric is called a paraholomorphic Norden manifold.
In [39], A. A. Salimov and his collaborators have been proven that for an almost
paracomplex manifold with Norden metric g, the condition φϕg = 0 is equivalent
to ∇ϕ = 0, where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g. By virtue of this point
of view, paraholomorphic Norden manifolds are similar to Ka¨hler manifolds. A
paraholomorphic Norden manifold is also called a para-Ka¨hler-Norden manifold.
Let us define an almost paracomplex structure on T 11 (M) as follows:
J(HX) = −HX(3.8)
J(V A) = V A
for any X ∈ ℑ10 (M) and A ∈ ℑ11 (M). One can easily check that the rescaled Sasaki
type metric Sgf is pure with respect to the almost paracomplex structure J . Hence
we state the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bundle
equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the paracomplex structure J .
The triple (T 11 (M), J,
S gf ) is an almost paracomplex Norden manifold.
We now give conditions for the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf to be para-
holomorphic with respect to the almost paracomplex structure J . Using the def-
inition of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the almost paracomplex struc-
ture J and by using the fact that VAV (G(B,C)) = 0, VAV (fg(Y, Z)) = 0 and
HXV (fg(Y, Z)) = V (X(fg(Y, Z))) we calculate
(φJ
Sgf )(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜) = (JX˜)(
Sgf (Y˜ , Z˜))− X˜(Sgf (JY˜ , Z˜))
+ Sgf ((LY˜ J)X˜, Z˜) +
Sgf (Y˜ , (LZ˜J)X˜)
for all X˜, Y˜ , Z˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). For pairs X˜ =H X,V A, Y˜ =H Y,V B and Z˜ =H
Z, V C, then we get
(φJ
Sgf )(
HX, VB,HZ) = 2Sgf (
VB, (γ˜ − γ)R(X,Z))(3.9)
(φJ
Sgf )(
HX,HY, V C) = 2Sgf ((γ˜ − γ)R(X,Y ),V C).
for all X,Y, Z ∈ ℑ10(M) and A,B,C ∈ ℑ11(M), and the others is zero. Since
φJ
Sgf = 0 is equivalent to ∇˜J = 0, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let T 11 (M) be its tensor bun-
dle equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the paracomplex structure
J . The triple
(
T 11 (M), J,
Sgf
)
is a para-Ka¨hler-Norden (paraholomorphic Norden)
manifold if and only if M is flat.
Remark 1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . The diagonal lift
Dγ of
γ ∈ ℑ11(M) to T 11 (M) is defined by the formulas
DγHX = H(γ(X))
DγV ω = −V (γ(A))
for any X ∈ ℑ10 (M) and A ∈ ℑ11 (M) [13]. The diagonal lift DI of the identity
tensor field I ∈ ℑ11(M) has the following properties
DIHX = HX
DIV ω = −VA
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and satisfies (DI)2 = IT 11 (M). Thus,
DI is an almost paracomplex structure. Also,
the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf is pure with respect to
DI, i.e. the triple(
T 11 (M),
D I, Sgf
)
is an almost paracomplex Norden manifold. Finally, by using
φ−operator, we can say that the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf is paraholomor-
phic with respect to DI if and only if M is flat.
As is known that the almost paracomplex Norden structure is a specialized Rie-
mannian almost product structure on a Riemannian manifold. The theory of Rie-
mannian almost product structures was initiated by K. Yano in [47]. The clas-
sification of Riemannian almost product structure with respect to their covariant
derivatives is described by A. M. Naveira in [27]. This is the analogue of the
classification of almost Hermitian structures by A. Gray and L. Hervella in [15].
Having in mind these results, M. Staikova and K. Gribachev obtained a classifi-
cation of the Riemannian almost product structures, for which the trace vanishes
(see [41]). There are lots of physical applications involving a Riemannian almost
product manifold. Now we shall give some applications for almost paracomplex
Norden structures in context of almost product Riemannian manifolds.
4.1. Let us recall almost product Riemannian manifolds. If an n−dimensional
Riemannian manifold M , endowed with a positive definite Riemannian metric g,
admits a non-trivial tensor field F of type (1.1) such that
F 2 = I
and
g(FX, Y ) = g(X,FY )
for all X,Y ∈ ℑ10(M), then F is called an almost product structure and (M,F, g) is
called an almost product Riemannian manifold. An integrable almost product Rie-
mannian manifold with structure tensor F is called a locally product Riemannian
manifold. If F is covariantly constant with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇
of g which is equivalent to φF g = 0, then (M,F, g) is called a locally decomposable
Riemannian manifold.
Now consider the almost product structure J defined by (3.8) and the Levi-Civita
connection ∇˜ given by Proposition 1. We define a (1, 2) tensor field on T 11 (M) by
S˜(X˜, Y˜ ) =
1
2
{(∇˜
JY˜
J)X˜ + J((∇˜
Y˜
J)X˜)− J((∇˜
X˜
J)Y˜ )}
for all X˜, Y˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). Then the linear connection
(P )∇˜
X˜
Y˜ = ∇˜
X˜
Y˜ − S˜(X˜, Y˜ )
is an almost product connection on T 11 (M) (for almost product connection, see
[22]).
Theorem 4. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the almost product
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structure J . Then the almost product connection (P )∇˜ constructed by the Levi-
Civita connection ∇˜ of Sgf and the almost product structure J is as follows:
(3.10)
i)
(P )∇˜HXHY = H
(
∇XY + 12f
f
A(X,Y )
)
,
ii) (P )∇˜HXVB = V (∇XB) ,
iii) (P )∇˜V CHY = 32f H
(
gbl R(tb, Cl)Y + gat(t
a (g−1 ◦R( , Y )C˜ t)
)
,
iv) (P )∇˜V CVB = 0
Similarly, by means of the almost product structure DI and the Levi-Civita
connection ∇˜ of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf , another almost product con-
nection can be constructed. Denoting by
(P )∇˜T , the torsion tensor of (P )∇˜, we have
from (2.3) and (3.10)
(P )∇˜T (V C,V B) = 0,
(P )∇˜T (V C,H Y ) =
3
2f
H
(
gblR(tb, Cl)Y + gat(t
a (g−1 ◦R( , Y )C˜ t)
)
,
(P )∇˜T (HX,H Y ) = −(γ˜ − γ)R(X,Y ).
Hence we have the theorem below.
Theorem 5. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle. The almost product connection (P )∇˜ constructed by the Levi-Civita con-
nection ∇˜ of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the almost product structure
J is symmetric if and only if M is flat.
As is well-known, if there exists a symmetric almost product connection on
M then the almost product structure J is integrable [22]. The converse is also
true [9]. If J is covariantly constant with respect to the Levi-Civita connection
∇˜ of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf which is equivalent to φ SJ gf = 0, then
(T 11 (M), J,
S gf ) is called a locally decomposable Riemannian manifold. In view of
Theorem 3, we have the following conclusion.
Corollary 1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bundle
equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the almost product structure
J . The triple (T 11 (M), J,
S gf ) is a locally decomposable Riemannian manifold if and
only if M is flat.
4.2. Let (M2k, ϕ, g) be a non-integrable almost paracomplex manifold with a
Norden metric. An almost paracomplex Norden manifold (M2k, ϕ, g) is a quasi-
para-Ka¨hler–Norden manifold, if σ
X,Y,Z
g((∇Xϕ)Y, Z) = 0, where σ is the cyclic sum
by three arguments [25]. In [37], the authors proved that σ
X,Y,Z
g((∇Xϕ)Y, Z) = 0
is equivalent to (φϕg)(X,Y, Z)+ (φϕg)(Y, Z,X)+ (φϕg)(Z,X, Y ) = 0.We compute
A(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜) = (φJ
Sgf)(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜) + (φJ
Sgf )(Y˜ , Z˜, X˜) + (φJ
Sgf)(Z˜, X˜, Y˜ )
for all X˜, Y˜ , Z˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). By means of (3.9), we have A(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜) = 0 for all
X˜, Y˜ , Z˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). Hence we state the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bundle
equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the almost paracomplex struc-
ture J defined by (3.8). The triple (T 11 (M), J,
S gf) is a quasi-para-Ka¨hler–Norden
manifold.
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O. Gil-Medrano and A. M. Naveira proved that both distributions of the almost
product structure on the Riemannian manifold (M,ϕ, g) are totally geodesic if and
only if σ
X,Y,Z
g((∇Xϕ)Y, Z) = 0 for any X,Y, Z ∈ ℑ10(M) [14]. As a consequence of
Theorem 6, we have the following.
Corollary 2. Both distributions of the almost product Riemannian manifold (T 11 (M),
J,S gf ) are totally geodesic.
4.3. The famous Golden section η = 1+
√
5
2 ≈ 1, 61803398874989... being the root
of the equation x2−x− 1 = 0 is an irrational number which has many applications
in mathematics, computational science, biology, art, architecture, nature, etc. In
the last few years, the Golden proportion has played an increasing role in modern
physical research and it has a unique significant role in atomic physics [20]. The
Golden proportion has also interesting properties in topology of four-manifolds,
in conformal field theory, in mathematical probability theory and in Cantorian
spacetime [23, 24]. Inspired by Golden Ratio, a new structure on a Riemannian
manifold which named the golden structure was constructed by M. Crasmareanu
and C. Hretcanu [4, 18, 19]. For a manifold M , let ψ be a (1, 1)-tensor field on
M . If the polynomial X2 − X − 1 is the minimal polynomial for a structure ϕ
satisfying ψ2−ψ− I = 0 , then ψ is called a golden structure onM and (M,ψ) is a
golden manifold. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold endowed with the Golden
structure ψ such that
g(ψX, Y ) = g(X,ψY ),
for allX,Y ∈ ℑ10(M). The triple (M,ψ, g) is named a Golden Riemannian manifold.
If ψ is a Golden structure on M , then
(3.11) F =
1√
5
(2ψ − I)
is an almost product structure on M . Conversely,
(3.12) ψ =
1
2
(I +
√
5F )
is a Golden structure on M . If a Riemannian metric g is pure with respect to an
almost product structure F , then the Riemannian metric g is pure with respect to
the corresponding Golden structure ψ. A simple computation, using the expression
of the corresponding almost product structure via (3.11) gives:
(3.13) φF g =
2√
5
φψg.
In [10], the first author and collaborators have proved that 1) Let (M,ψ, g) be
a Golden Riemannian manifold and F its corresponding almost product structure.
The golden structure ψ is integrable if φψg = 0 (or equivalently φF g = 0) and 2)
Let (M,ψ, g) be a Golden Riemannian manifold and F its corresponding almost
product structure. The manifold M is a locally decomposable Golden Riemannian
manifold if and only if φF g = 0 (or equivalently φψg = 0 ).
By means of the almost product structure J , from (3.12) we can construct a
Golden structure on T 11 (M) defined by the formulas
(3.14)
{
ψ˜(HX) = (1−
√
5
2 )
HX,
ψ˜(V A) = ( 1+
√
5
2 )
V A.
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for any X ∈ ℑ10(M) and A ∈ ℑ11(M). Also the following hold
Sgf
(
ψ˜X˜, Y˜
)
= Sgf
(
X˜, ψ˜Y˜
)
for any X˜, Y˜ ∈ ℑ10
(
T 11 (M)
)
, i.e. Sgf is pure with respect to ψ˜. In view of Theorem
3, by (3.13), we have the following result.
Corollary 3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the Golden structure
ψ˜ associated with the almost product structure J . The triple
(
T 11 (M), ψ˜,
Sgf
)
is a
a locally decomposable Golden Riemannian manifold if and only if M is flat.
Remark 2. Another Golden structure associated with the almost product structure
DI is as follows: {
ψ(HX) = ( 1+
√
5
2 )
HX,
ψ(V A) = (1−
√
5
2 )
V A.
Similarly, we say that the triple
(
T 11 (M), ψ,
Sgf
)
is a a locally decomposable Golden
Riemannian manifold if and only if M is flat.
4. Curvature properties of the rescaled Sasaki type metric
The Riemannian curvature tensor R˜ of T 11 (M) with the rescaled Sasaki type
metric Sgf is obtained from the well-known formula
R˜
(
X˜, Y˜
)
Z˜ = ∇˜
X˜
∇˜
Y˜
Z˜ − ∇˜
Y˜
∇˜
X˜
Z˜ − ∇˜[X˜,Y˜ ]Z˜
for all X˜, Y˜ , Z˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). Then from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we get the
following proposition.
Proposition 2. The components of the curvature tensor R˜ of the tensor bundle
T 11 (M) with the rescaled Sasaki type metric
Sgf are given as follows:
R˜(Em, El)Ej(4.1)
=
{
R rmlj
+
1
4f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
m Rljh
p − gkaRs. h. rl R pmjh − 2gkaRs. h. rj R pmlh )tastkp
+
1
4f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
l R
k
mjp − gkaRs. h. rm R kljp + 2gkaRs. h. rj R kmlp )tas tph
+
1
4f
(ghbR rkpl R
s
mjh − ghbR rkpmR sljh + 2ghbR rkpj R smlh )tpb tks
+
1
4f
(ghbR rksm R
k
ljp − ghbR rksl R kmjp − 2ghbR rksjR kmlp )tsbtph
+∇m( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Armj) +
1
4f2
ArmsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
mj}Er
+{1
2
(∇mR sljr −∇lR smjr )tvs +
1
2
(∇lR vmjs −∇mR vljs )tsr
+
1
4f
((R smhrt
v
s −R vmhs tsr)Ahlj − (R slhr tvs −R vlhs tsr)Ahmj)}Er,
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R˜(Em, El)Ej =
{
− 1
2f
gna(∇lRs. m. rj )tas +
1
2f
gmb(∇lR rnsj )tsb
+
1
4f2
(gnaR
s
.
m
.
r
h A
h
ljt
a
s − gmbR rnsh Ahljtsb + gmbR hnsj Arlhtsb
−gnaRs. m. hj Arlhtas + 2flgnaRs. m. rj tas − 2flgmbR rnsj tsb)
}
Er
+{1
2
R mljr δ
v
n −
1
2
R vljn δ
m
r −
1
4f
(R slhr gnaR
p
.
m
.
h
j )t
v
st
a
p
+
1
4f
(R slhr g
mbR hnpj )t
v
st
p
b +
1
4f
(R vlhs gnaR
p
.
m
.
h
j )t
s
rt
a
p
− 1
4f
(R vlhs g
mbR hnpj )t
s
rt
p
b}Er,
R˜(Em, El)Ej =
{
1
2f
gta(∇mRs. l. rj )tas −
1
2f
glb(∇mR rtsj )tsb
+
1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.
h
j A
r
mht
a
s − glbR htsj Armhtsb + glbR rtsh Ahmjtsb
−gtaRs. l. rh Ahmjtas − 2fmgtaRs. l. hj tas + 2fmglbR rtsj tsb)}Er
+{−1
2
R lmjrδ
v
t +
1
2
R vmjt δ
l
r +
1
4f
(R smhrgvaR
p
.
l
.
h
j )t
v
st
a
p
− 1
4f
(R smhrg
lbR htpj )t
v
st
p
b −
1
4f
(R vmhpgtaR
s
.
l
.
h
j )t
p
rt
a
s
+
1
4f
(R vmhsg
lbR htpj )t
s
rt
p
b}Er,
R˜(Em, El)Ej =
{
1
f
gtnR
m
.
l
.
r
j −
1
f
glmR rtnj
+
1
4f2
(gnaR
s
.
m
.
r
h gtbR
p
.
l
.
h
j − gtaRs. l. rh gnbRp. m. hj )tas tbp
+
1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.h
rgmbR hnpj − gnaRs. m. rh glbR htpj )tas tpb
+
1
4f2
(glbR rtph gnaR
s
.
m
.
h
j − gmbR rnph gtaRs. l. hj )tpb tas
+
1
4f2
(gmaR rnsh g
lbR htsj − glaR rtsh gmbR hnpj )tsatpb}Er,
R˜(Em, El)Ej =
{
1
2f
gia(∇mRs. j. rl −∇lRs. j. rm)tas +
1
2f
gjb(∇lR rism −∇mR risl )tsb
+
1
4f2
(giaR
s
.
j
.
h
l A
r
mht
a
s − gjbR hisl Armhtsb + gjbR hism Arlhtsb − giaRs. j. hmArlhtas
−2(fmgiaRs. j. hl tas + fmgjbR risl tsb + flgiaRs. j. rmtas − flgjbR rism tsb)}Er
+{R vmli δjr − R jmlr δvi +
1
4f
(R smhrgiaR
p
.
j
.
h
l −R slhr giaRp. j. hm)tvstap
+
1
4f
(R slhr g
jbR hlpm −R smhrgjbR hipl )tvstpb +
1
4f
(R vlhp giaR
s
.
j
.
h
m
−R vmhpgiaRs. j. hl )tprtas +
1
4f
(R vmhsg
jbR hipl −R vlhs gjbR hipm )tsrtpb}Er,
R˜(Em, El)Ej =
{
− 1
2f
gitR
l
.
j
.
r
m +
1
2f
gjlR ritm −
1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.
r
h gibR
p
.
l
.
h
m)t
a
s t
b
p
+
1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.
r
h g
jbR hipm )t
a
st
p
b +
1
4f2
(glbR rtph giaR
s
.
j
.
h
m)t
p
bt
a
s
− 1
4f2
(glaR rtsh g
jbR hipm )t
s
at
p
b}Er,
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R˜(Em, El)Ej =
{
1
2f
ginR
m
.
j
.
r
l −
1
2f
gjmR rinl +
1
4f2
(gnaR
s
.
m
.
r
h gibR
p
.
j
.
h
l )t
a
st
b
p
− 1
4f2
(gnaR
s
.
m
.
r
h g
jbR hipl )t
a
st
p
b −
1
4f2
(gmbR rnph giaR
s
.
j
.
h
m)t
p
bt
a
s
+
1
4f2
(gmaR rnsh g
jbR hipl )t
s
at
p
b}Er
R˜(Em, El)Ej = 0
with respect to the adapted frame {Eα} (for f = 1, see [36]).
We now compare the geometries of the Riemannian manifold (M, g) and its
tensor bundle T 11 (M) with the rescaled Sasaki type metric
Sgf .
Theorem 7. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bundle
with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . Then T
1
1 (M) is locally flat if and only if
M is locally flat and ∇m( 12fArlj)−∇l( 12fArmj) + 14f2ArmsAslj − 14f2ArlsAsmj = 0.
Proof. If
∇m( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Armj) +
1
4f2
ArmsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
mj = 0
in the equations (4.1), then R ≡ 0 implies R˜ ≡ 0. Conversely, if we assume R˜ ≡ 0,
then from the first equation in (4.1) in the point (xi, tji ) = (x
i, 0) ∈ T 11 (M), we get
( R˜(Em, El)Ej)(xi,0)
= [
{
R rmlj
+
1
4f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
m R
p
ljh − gkaRs. h. rl R pmjh − 2gkaRs. h. rj R pmlh )tastkp
+
1
4f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
l R
k
mjp − gkaRs. h. rm R kljp + 2gkaRs. h. rj R kmlp )tastph
+
1
4f
(ghbR rkpl R
s
mjh − ghbR rkpmR sljh + 2ghbR rkpj R smlh)tpb tks
+
1
4f
(ghbR rksmR
k
ljp − ghbR rksl R kmjp − 2ghbR rksj R kmlp )tsbtph
+∇m( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Armj) +
1
4f2
ArmsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
mj}Er
+{1
2
(∇mR sljr −∇lR smjr)tvs +
1
2
(∇lR vmjs −∇mR vljs )tsr
+
1
4f
((R smhrt
v
s −R vmhstsr)Ahlj − (R slhr tvs −R vlhs tsr)Ahmj)}Er]
(xi,0)
= R rmlj +∇m(
1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Armj) +
1
4f2
ArmsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
mj
= 0
then R ≡ 0 and ∇m( 12fArlj)−∇l( 12fArmj) + 14f2ArmsAslj − 14f2ArlsAsmj = 0. This
completes the proof. 
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Corollary 4. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bun-
dle with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . Suppose that f = C(const.), then
(T 11 (M),
S gf ) is locally flat if and only if M is locally flat.
We now turn our attention to the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature of the rescaled
Sasaki type metric Sgf . Let R˜αβ = R˜
σ
σαβ and r˜ = (
Sgf )
αβ R˜αβ denote the Ricci
tensor and scalar curvature of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf , respectively.
From (4.1), the components of the Ricci tensor R˜αβ are characterized by
R˜lj =(4.2)
− 1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.
r
h gibR
p
.
j
.
h
r )t
a
st
b
p +
1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.
r
h g
jbR hipr )t
a
s t
p
b
+
1
4f2
(glbR rtph giaR
s
.
j
.
h
r )t
p
bt
a
s −
1
4f2
(glbR rtsh g
jaR hipr )t
s
bt
p
a,
R˜lj =
1
2f
gta(∇rRs. l. rj )tas −
1
2f
glb(∇rR rtsj )tsb
+
1
4f2
(gtaR
s
.
l
.
h
j A
r
rht
a
s − glbR htsj Arrhtsb + glbR rtsh Ahrjtsb
−gtaRs. l. rh Ahrjtas − 2frgtaRs. l. hj tas + 2frglbR rtsj tsb),
R˜lj =
1
2f
gia(∇rRs. j. rl )tas −
1
2f
gjb(∇rR risl )tsb
+
1
4f2
(giaR
s
.
j
.
h
l A
r
rht
a
s − gjbR hisl Arrhtsb
+gjbR hisr A
r
lht
s
b − giaRs. j. hr Arlhtas − 2frgiaRs. j. hl tas
+2frg
jbR risl t
s
b),
R˜lj =
Rlj − 1
4f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
l R
p
rjh )t
a
st
k
p −
1
2f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
j R
p
rlh )t
a
s t
k
p
− 1
4f
(R slhr gvaR
p
.
r
.
h
j )t
v
st
a
p −
1
4f
(ghbR rksl R
k
rjp )t
s
bt
p
h
− 1
2f
(ghbR rksj R
k
rlp )t
s
bt
p
h −
1
4f
(R vlhs g
rbR hvpj )t
s
rt
p
b
+
1
2f
(gkaR
s
.
h
.
r
j R
k
rlp )t
a
s t
p
h +
1
2f
(ghbR rkpj R
s
rlh )t
p
bt
k
s
+∇r( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Arrj) +
1
4f2
ArrsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
rj .
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with respect to the adapted frame. From (3.5) and (4.2), the scalar curvature of
the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf is given by
r˜ =
1
f
r − 1
4f2
gabghkgljgtiRslhvRpjkrt
s
at
p
b
− 1
4f2
gcdg
ljghkgrvR srlh R
p
vjk t
c
st
d
p +
1
2f2
R hcpr Rh
r b s
. . t
c
st
p
b
+
1
f
glj(∇r( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Arrj) +
1
4f2
ArrsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
rj)
Thus we have the result as follows.
Theorem 8. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bundle
with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . Let r be the scalar curvature of g and r˜
be the scalar curvature of Sgf . Then the following equation holds:
r˜ =
1
f
r − 1
4f2
gabghkgljgtiRslhvRpjkrt
s
at
p
b
− 1
4f2
gcdg
ljghkgrvR srlh R
p
vjk t
c
st
d
p +
1
2f2
R hcpr Rh
r b s
. . t
c
st
p
b+
fL.
where
fL =
1
f
glj(∇r( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Arrj) +
1
4f2
ArrsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
rj).
From the Theorem 8, we have the following conclusion.
Corollary 5. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor bundle
with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . Then
(i) r˜= 0 if and only if R = 0 and fL = 0
(ii) If fL 6= 0, then r˜ 6= 0
Let now (M, g), n > 2 be a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature κ, i.e.
R skmj = κ (δ
s
kgmj − δsmgkj)
and
r = n (n− 1)κ.
Then, from Theorem 8 we have
r˜ =
1
f
r − 1
4f2
gabghkgvrgljR
l
hvs R
j
krp t
s
at
p
b
− 1
4f2
gcdg
ljghkgrvR srlh R
p
vjk t
c
st
d
p +
1
2f2
gregbzR hcpr R
s
hez t
c
st
p
b +
f L
=
1
f
r − 1
4f2
gabghkgvrglj
(
κ(δjhgvs − δjvghs)κ(δlkgrp − δlrgkp
)
tsat
p
b
− 1
4f2
gcdg
ljghkgrv
(
κ(δsrglh − δsl grh)κ(δpvgjk − δpjgvk
)
tcst
d
p
+
1
2f2
gregbz
(
κ(δhc gpr − δhpgcr)κ(δshgez − δseghz)
)
tcst
p
b +
f L
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=
1
f
n(n−1)κ− 1
4f2
κ2ngabgspt
s
at
p
b+
1
4f2
κ2gabgspt
s
at
p
b+
1
4f2
κ2gabgspt
s
at
p
b−
1
4f2
κ2ngabgspt
s
at
p
b
− 1
4f2
κ2ngcdg
rvtcrt
d
v +
1
4f2
κ2gcdg
rjtcrt
d
j +
1
4f2
κ2gcdg
lvtcl t
d
v −
1
4f2
κ2ngcdg
ljtcl t
d
j
+
1
2f2
κ2δscδ
b
pt
c
st
p
b −
1
2f2
κ2δbcδ
s
pt
c
st
p
b −
1
2f2
κ2δbcδ
s
pt
c
st
p
b +
1
2f2
κ2δscδ
b
pt
c
st
p
b +
f L
=
1
f
n(n−1)κ− 1
2f2
κ2 ‖t‖2 (n−1)− 1
2f2
κ2 ‖t‖2 (n−1)+ 1
f2
κ2tcct
p
p−
1
f2
κ2tcpt
p
c +
f L
=
1
f
(n− 1)κ{n− 1
f
‖t‖2 κ) + 1
f
κ2(trace t)2 − (trace t2)} +f L
Thus we have
Theorem 9. Let (M, g), n > 2 be a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature
κ. Then the scalar curvature r˜ of
(
T 11 (M) ,
Sgf
)
is
r˜ =
1
f
(n− 1)κ(n− 1
f
‖t‖2 κ) + 1
f
κ2
(
(trace t)2 − (trace t2))+f L,
where ‖t‖2 = gklgijtiktjl .
5. Other metric connections of the rescaled Sasaki type metric
Let ∇ be a linear connection on an n−dimensional differentiable manifold M .
The connection ∇ is symmetric if its torsion tensor vanishes, otherwise it is non-
symmetric. If there is a Riemannian metric g on M such that ∇g = 0, then the
connection ∇ is a metric connection, otherwise it is non-metric. It is well known
that a linear connection is symmetric and metric if and only if it is the Levi-Civita
connection. In section 3, we have considered the Levi-Civita connection ∇˜ of the
rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf on the tensor bundle T
1
1 (M) over (M, g). The
connection is the unique connection which satisfies ∇˜α(Sgf )βγ = 0 and has a zero
torsion. H. A. Hayden [17] introduced a metric connection with a non-zero torsion
on a Riemanian manifold. Now we are interested in a metric connection (M)∇˜ of the
rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf whose torsion tensor
(M)∇˜T εγβ is skew-symmetric in
the indices γ and β. We denote components of the connection (M)∇˜ by (M)Γ˜. The
metric connection (M)∇˜ satisfies
(5.1) (M)∇˜α(Sgf)βγ = 0 and (M)Γ˜γαβ − (M)Γ˜γβα =
(M)∇˜T γαβ
On the equation (5.1) is solved with respect to (M)Γ˜γαβ , one finds the following
solution [17]
(5.2) (M)Γ˜γαβ = Γ˜
γ
αβ + U˜
γ
αβ
where Γ˜γαβ is components of the Levi-Civita connection of the rescaled Sasaki type
metric Sgf ,
(5.3) U˜αβγ =
1
2
(
(M)∇˜Tαβγ +
(M)∇˜Tγαβ +
(M)∇˜Tγβα)
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and
U˜αβγ = U˜
ǫ
αβ(
Sgf)ǫγ ,
(M)∇˜Tαβγ = T ǫαβ(
Sgf)ǫγ .
If we put
(5.4)
(M)∇˜T rlj = t
m
r R
v
ljm − tvmR mljr
all other
(M)∇˜T γαβ not related to
(M)∇˜T rlj being assumed to be zero. We choose this
(M)∇˜T γαβ in T
1
1 (M) which is skew-symmetric in the indices γ and β as torsion tensor
and determine a metric connection in T 11 (M) with respect to the rescaled Sasaki
type metric Sgf . By using (3.5), (5.3) and (5.4), we get non-zero components of
U˜γαβ as follows:
U˜ rlj=
1
2
(tsrR
v
ljs − tvsR sljr ),
U˜ r
lj
=
1
2f
(gjbR risl t
s
b − giaRs. j. rl tas),
U˜ r
lj
=
1
2f
(glbR rtsj t
s
b − gtaRs. l. rj tas),
with respect to the adapted frame. From (5.2) and Theorem 1, we have
Proposition 3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . The metric connection
(M)∇˜ with
respect to Sgf is as follows:
i) (M)∇˜ElEj = {Γrlj + 12f fArlj}Er,
ii) (M)∇˜ElEj = {Γvliδjr − Γjlrδvi }Er,
iii) (M)∇˜E
l
Ej = 0,
iv) (M)∇˜E
l
Ej = 0
with respect to the adapted frame, where fAhji is a symmetric tensor field of type
(1, 2) defined by fAhji = (fjδ
h
i + fiδ
h
j − fh. gji).
Remark 3. If f = C(const.), the metric connection (M)∇˜ in T 11 (M) of the rescaled
Sasaki type metric Sgf coincides with the metric connection
H∇ of the Sasaki type
metric Sg, where H∇ is the horizontal lift of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g (for
the metric connection H∇, see [36]).
For the curvature tensor (M)R˜ of the metric connection (M)∇˜, we state the
following result.
Proposition 4. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . The curvature tensor
(M)R˜ of the
metric connection (M)∇˜ satisfies the followings:
(M)R˜(Em, El)Ej = {R rmlj +∇m( 12fArlj)−∇l( 12fArmj)
+ 14f2A
r
msA
s
lj − 14f2ArlsAsmj}Er,
(M)R˜(Em, El)Ej = {R vmli δjr −R jmlr δvi }Er,
otherwise = 0
with respect to the adapted frame.
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The non-zero component of the contracted curvature tensor field (Ricci tensor
field) (M)R˜γβ =
(M)R˜
α
αγβ of the metric connection
(M)∇˜ is as follows:
(M)R˜lj = Rlj +∇r( 1
2f
Arlj)−∇l(
1
2f
Arrj) +
1
4f2
ArrsA
s
lj −
1
4f2
ArlsA
s
rj .
For the scalar curvature (M)r˜ of the metric connection (M)∇˜ with respect to Sgf ,
we obtain
(M)r˜ = (Sgf )
γβ (M)R˜γβ
=
1
f
r +f L
where fL = 1
f
glj{∇r( 12fArlj) − ∇l( 12fArrj) + 14f2ArrsAslj − 14f2ArlsAsrj and r is the
scalar curvature of ∇g.Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, and the tensor bundle T 11 (M)
be equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . Then the tensor bundle T
1
1 (M)
with the metric connection (M)∇˜ has vanishing scalar curvature (M)r˜ with respect
to Sgf if and only if the scalar curvature r of ∇g in M is zero and fL = 0.
For a Riemannian metric g on M , there happen to be many ways to define
metric connections associated with g. Now we shall give another class of metric
connections on T 11 (M). Let F be an almost product structure and ∇ be a linear
connection on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. The product conjugate
connection (F )∇ of ∇ is defined by
(F )∇XY = F (∇XFY )
for all X,Y ∈ ℑ10(M). If (M,F, g) is an almost product Riemannian manifold, then
((F )∇Xg)(FY, FZ) = (∇Xg)(Y, Z), i.e. ∇ is a metric connection with respect to
g if and only if (F )∇ is so. From this, we can say that if ∇ is the Levi-Civita
connection of g, then (F )∇ is a metric connection with respect to g [1].
By the almost product structure J defined by (3.8) and the Levi-Civita connec-
tion ∇˜ given by Theorem 1, we write the product conjugate connection (J)∇˜ of ∇˜
as follows:
(J)∇˜
X˜
Y˜ = J(∇˜
X˜
JY˜ )
for all X˜, Y˜ ∈ ℑ10(T 11 (M)). Also note that (J)∇˜ is a metric connection of the rescaled
Sasaki type metric Sgf . The standart calculations give the following theorem.
Theorem 11. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let T 11 (M) be its tensor
bundle equipped with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf and the almost product
structure J. Then the product conjugate connection (or metric connection) (J)∇˜ is
as follows:
i) (J)∇˜ElEj = {Γrlj + 12f fArlj}Er − { 12R sljr tvs − 12R vljs tsr}Er,
ii) (J)∇˜ElEj = −{ 12f giaRs. j. rl tas − 12f gjbR risl tsb}Er + {Γvliδjr − Γjlrδvi }Er,
iii) (J)∇˜E
l
Ej = { 12f gtaRs. l. rj tas − 12f glbR rtsj tsb}Er,
iv) (J)∇˜E
l
Ej = 0
with respect to the adapted frame.
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The relationship between curvature tensors R∇ and R(F )∇ of the connections ∇
and (F )∇ is follows: R(F )∇(X,Y, Z) = F (R∇(X,Y, FZ) for all X,Y, Z ∈ ℑ10(M)
[1]. By means of the almost product structure J defined by (3.8) and Theorem
1, from R˜(J)∇˜(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜) = J(R˜∇˜(X˜, Y˜ , JZ˜), components of the curvature tensor
R˜(J)∇˜ of the product conjugate connection (or metric connection)
(J)∇˜ can easily
be computed. Lastly, by using the almost product structure DI, another metric
connection of the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf can be constructed.
6. The Rescaled Sasaki type metric on (p, q)−tensor bundles and its
Geodesics
The set T pq (M) = ∪
P∈M
T pq (P ) is (p, q) tensor bundles over M , where T
p
q (P )
is tensor spaces for all P ∈ M . For P˜ ∈ T pq (M), the surjective correspondence
P˜ → P determines the natural projection pi : T pq (M) → M. A system of local
coordinates
(
U, xj
)
, j = 1, ..., n in M induces on T pq (M) a system of local coordi-
nates
(
pi−1 (U) , xj , xj = ti1...ipj1...jq
)
, j = n+1, ..., n+np+q, where xj = t
i1...ip
j1...jq
is the
components of tensors t in each tensor space T pq (M)x, x ∈ U with respect to the
natural base.
The vertical lift V A of A ∈ ℑpq(M) and the horizontal lift HX of X ∈ ℑ10(M) to
T pq (M) are given by
VA =
(
V Aj
V Aj
)
=
(
0
A
i1...ip
j1...jq
)
,
and
HX =
(
HXj
HXj
)
=
 Xj
Xs(
q∑
µ=1
Γmsjµt
i1...ip
j1...m...jq
−
p∑
λ=1
Γiλsmt
i1...m...ip
j1...jq
)
 ,
where Γhij are the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g [3]. For ϕ =
ϕij
∂
∂xi
⊗ dxj ∈ ℑ11(M), the local expressions of the global vector fields γϕ and γ˜ϕ
are as follows:
γϕ =
 0p∑
λ=1
t
i1...m...ip
j1...jq
ϕiλm
 and γ˜ϕ =
 0q∑
µ=1
t
i1...ip
j1...m...jq
ϕmjµ
 .
Now, we define the adapted frame {Eα} =
{
Ej , Ej
}
of T pq (M) as follows:
Ej =
HX(j) = δ
h
j ∂h + (−
p∑
λ=1
Γkλjs t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
+
q∑
µ=1
Γsjhµt
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
)∂h ,
Ej =
V A(j) = δk1i1 ...δ
kp
ip
δj1h1 ...δ
jq
hq
∂h
with respect to the natural frame
{
∂
∂xh
, ∂
∂xh
}
in T pq (M), where X(j) =
∂
∂xj
=
δhj
∂
∂xh
∈ ℑ10(M) and A(j) = ∂i1⊗ ...⊗∂ip⊗dxj1⊗ ...⊗dxjq = δk1i1 ...δ
kp
ip
δj1h1 ...δ
jq
hq
∂k1⊗
...⊗ ∂kp ⊗ dxh1 ⊗ ...⊗ dxhq ∈ ℑpq(M).
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With respect to the adapted frame {Eα} , the vertical lift VA and the horizontal
lift HX are as follows [38]:
V A =
(
0
A
i1...ip
j1...jq
)
,
and
HX =
(
Xj
0
)
.
The rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf is defined on T
p
q (M) by the three equations
Sgf(
V A,V B) =V (G(A,B)),
Sgf(
V A,H Y ) = 0,
Sgf (
HX,H Y ) =V (fg(X,Y )),
for all X,Y ∈ ℑ10(M) and A,B ∈ ℑpq(M),where
G(A,B) = gi1t1 ...giptpg
j1l1 ...gjqlqA
i1...ip
j1...jq
B
t1...tp
l1...lq
.
The rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf has components
(Sgf)βγ =
(
fgjl 0
0 gi1t1 ...giptpg
j1l1 ...gjqlq
)
, xl = t
t1...tp
l1...lq
,
with respect to the adapted frame, gij and g
ij being local covariant and contravari-
ant components g of on M . By the Koszul formula and standart calculations give
the following.
Proposition 5. The components of the Levi-Civita connection ∇̂ of the tensor
bundle T pq (M) with the rescaled Sasaki type metric
Sgf are given as follows:
Γ̂rlj =
1
2
q∑
µ=1
R sljhµ t
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
− 12
p∑
λ=1
R kλljs t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
,
Γ̂r
lj
=
p∑
λ=1
Γvλls δ
j1
r1
...δjqrqδ
l1
i1
...δsiλ ...δ
lp
ip
−
q∑
µ=1
Γslrµδ
j1
r1
...δjµs ...δ
jq
rq
δl1i1 ...δ
lp
ip
,
Γ̂r
lj
= 12f g
xrgi1t1 ...giptpg
j1h1 ...gjqhq (
q∑
µ=1
R sxjhµt
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
−
p∑
λ=1
R kλxjs t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
),
Γ̂r
lj
= 12f g
xrgt1k1 ...gtpkpg
l1h1 ...glqhq (
q∑
µ=1
R sxlhµt
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
−
p∑
λ=1
R kλxls t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
),
Γ̂rlj = Γ
r
lj +
1
2f
fArlj ,
Γ̂r
lj
= 0, Γ̂r
lj
= 0, Γ̂r
lj
= 0,
with respect to the adapted frame, where fAhji is defined by
fAhji = (fjδ
h
i + fiδ
h
j −
fh. gji) and fi = ∂if.
An important geometric problem is to find the geodesics on the smooth manifolds
with respect to the Riemannian metrics (see [2, 7, 8, 26, 38, 46]. In [46], K. Yano and
S. Ishihara proved that the curves on the tangent bundles of Riemannian manifolds
are geodesics with respect to certain lifts of the metric from the base manifold, if and
only if the curves are obtained as certain types of lifts of the geodesics from the base
manifold. In this section, we shall characterize the geodesics on the (p, q)-tensor
bundle with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of Sgf and a metric connection
of Sgf .
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Let γ˜ = γ˜(t) be a curve in T pq (M) and suppose that γ˜ is locally expressed by
xR = xR(t), i.e. xr = xr(t), xr = t
v1...vp
r1...rq (t) with respect to the natural frame{
∂
∂xl
}
=
{
∂
∂xi
, ∂
∂xi
}
, t being a parameter an arc length of γ˜. Then the curve
γ = pi ◦ γ˜ on M is called the projection of the curve γ˜ and denoted by piγ˜ which is
expressed locally by xr = xr(t).
A curve γ˜ is, by definition, a geodesic in T pq (M) with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection ∇̂ of Sgf if and only if it satisfies the differential equations
(6.1)
d
dt
(
ωε
dt
) + Γ̂αγβ
ωγ
dt
ωβ
dt
= 0
with respect to the adapted frame, where
ωr
dt
=
dxr
dt
,
ωr
dt
=
δt
v1...vp
r1...rq
dt
,
along a curve γ˜.
By means of Proposition 5, (6.1) reduces to
d
dt
(
ωr
dt
) + (Γrlj +
1
2f
fArlj)
dxl
dt
dxj
dt
(6.2)
+
1
2f
gxrgt1k1 ...gtpkpg
l1h1 ...glqhq (−
p∑
λ=1
Rxjs
kλ t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
+
q∑
µ=1
Rxjhµ
st
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
)
δ
t1...tp
l1...lq
dt
dxj
dt
+
1
2f
gxrgi1k1 ...gipkpg
j1h1 ...gjqhq (−
p∑
λ=1
Rxls
kλt
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
+
q∑
µ=1
Rxlhµ
st
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
)
dxl
dt
δt
l1...lp
j1...jq
dt
= 0,
d
dt
(
δt
v1...vp
r1...rq
dt
) +
1
2
(
q∑
µ=1
Rljhµ
st
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
−
p∑
λ=1
Rljs
kλt
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
)
dxl
dt
dxj
dt
(6.3)
+(
p∑
λ=1
Γvλls δ
j1
r1
...δjqrqδ
l1
i1
...δsiλ ...δ
lp
ip
−
q∑
µ=1
Γslrµδ
j1
r1
...δjµs ...δ
jq
rq
δl1i1 ...δ
lp
ip
)
dxl
dt
δt
i1...ip
j1...jq
dt
= 0.
We now transform (6.2) as follows:
δ2xr
dt2
+
1
2f
fArlj
dxl
dt
dxj
dt
+
1
f
gt1k1 ...gtpkpg
l1h1 ...glqhq (
q∑
µ=1
Rr s.jhµ t
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
(6.4)
−
p∑
λ=1
Rr kλ.js t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
)
δ
t1...tp
l1...lq
dt
dxj
dt
= 0.
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Using the identity
(
−
p∑
λ=1
R kλljs t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
+
q∑
µ=1
R sljhµt
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
)
dxl
dt
dxj
dt
= 0, trans-
form of (6.3) as follow:
δ2t
v1...vp
r1...rq
dt2
= 0.
Hence, we have the theorem below.
Theorem 12. Let γ˜ be a geodesic on T pq (M) of the Levi-Civita connection ∇̂ of Sgf .
Then the tensor field t
v1...vp
r1...rq (t) defined along γ satisfies the differential equations
(6.4) and has vanishing second covariant derivative.
Next, let γ be a curve on M expressed locally by xh = xh(t) and S
i1...ip
j1...jq
(t) be a
(p, q) tensor field along γ. Then, on the tensor bundle T pq (M) over the Riemannian
manifold M , we define a curve Hγ by{
xh = xh(t),
xh = S
k1...kp
h1...hq
(t).
If the curve Hγ satisfies at all the points the relation
(6.5)
δS
k1...kp
h1...hq
dt
= 0,
i.e. S
i1...ip
j1...jq
(t) is a parallel tensor field along γ, then the curve Hγ is said to be a
horizontal lift of γ. From (6.4) and (6.5), we obtain
δ2xr
dt2
+
1
2f
fArlj
dxl
dt
dxj
dt
= 0.
If we take
(6.6) fArlj = (∂lfδ
r
j + ∂jfδ
r
l − grm∂mfglj) = 0
Contracting l and r in (6.6) it follows that ∂jf = 0. Since this is true for any j, we
can say f = C(const.). Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 13. The horizontal lift of a geodesic on M is always geodesic on T pq (M)
with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇̂ of Sgf if and only if f = C(const.).
By the same way in the section 5, by using the Levi-Civita connection ∇̂ of Sgf
in T pq (M), we introduce a metric connection
(M)∇̂ in T pq (M) whose torsion tensor
has components
(M)∇̂T rlj =
1
2
p∑
λ=1
R kλljs t
k1...s...kp
h1...hq
− 12
q∑
µ=1
R sljhµ t
k1...kp
h1...s...hq
,
otherwise = 0
with respect to Sgf .
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Proposition 6. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and T pq (M) be its (p, q)−tensor
bundle with the rescaled Sasaki type metric Sgf . The components of the metric con-
nection (M)∇̂ with respect to Sgf is as follows:
(M)Γ̂rlj = 0,
(M)Γ̂r
lj
= 0,(M)Γ̂r
lj
= 0,(M)Γ̂r
lj
= 0,
(M)
Γ̂r
lj
= 0, (M)Γ̂r
lj
= 0,
(M)Γ̂r
lj
=
p∑
λ=1
Γvλls δ
j1
r1
...δjqrqδ
l1
i1
...δsiλ ...δ
lp
ip
−
q∑
µ=1
Γslrµδ
j1
r1
...δjµs ...δ
jq
rq
δl1i1 ...δ
lp
ip
,
(M)Γ̂rlj = Γ
r
lj +
1
2f
fArlj ,
with respect to the adapted frame.
By using the components (M)Γ̂αγβ of the metric connection
(M)∇̂ in (6.1), we get
(6.7)

d2xr
dt2
+ (Γrlj +
1
2f
fArlj)
dxl
dt
dxj
dt
= 0,
d
dt
(
δt
v1...vp
r1...rq
dt
) + (
p∑
λ=1
Γvλls δ
j1
r1
...δjqrqδ
l1
i1
...δsiλ ...δ
lp
ip
−
−
q∑
µ=1
Γslrµδ
j1
r1
...δjµs ...δ
jq
rq
δl1i1 ...δ
lp
ip
)dx
l
dt
δt
i1...ip
j1...jq
dt
= 0,
where the second equation of (6.7) reduces to
δ2t
v1...vp
r1...rq
dt2
= 0.
Thus we have the last result.
Theorem 14. Let γ˜ be a geodesic on T pq (M) with respect to the metric connection
(M)∇̂ of Sgf . Then the projection γ of γ˜ is a geodesic with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection ∇ on M and the tensor field tv1...vpr1...rq (t) defined along γ has vanishing
second covariant derivative if and only if f = C(const.).
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